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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

The evening/overnight storm complex that caused elevated and turbulent winds near the MS River Delta and surrounding region is shifting 
farther east, and away. However, a more robust and large squall line is moving through upper Texas and southwest Louisiana coastal 
waters. This feature has the potential to produce isolated gusts in excess of 60 knots as it rapidly moves south to southeast at 40-50 knots. 
Additionally, winds are rapidly turning northerly as the leading edge of the line arrives. While modest weakening is possible, similar 
conditions along the line may extend well into Alaminos Canyon and Keathley Canyon through midday. Severe storm ingredients are most 
favorable across the western Gulf. However, there is strong evidence that the eastern half of the squall will exit coastal SE Louisiana 
through the late morning hours. Strong to severe storms will then continue southeastward through central/eastern deepwater blocks 
through early this afternoon. Widespread moderate seas are expected with locally higher conditions possible near storms. While wind 
speeds will lessen directly behind the squall, the regional wind field is likely to become highly erratic late this morning into the afternoon. 
Late today into this evening, more uniform fresh northwest to north winds will filter offshore as a trailing cold front pushes through. Winds 
and seas will turn moderate and slight, respectively, tomorrow.

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Friday through Sunday will be dominated by high pressure over the central and eastern Gulf. Low-end fresh onshore winds and slight seas 
will be highest off the lower TX coast. Similar conditions may persist Monday through Tuesday. 
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